
Creating connectionsin IICS

In IICS -> ADMINISTRATOR-> Run time environments. Create the
runtime environment.

Once the environment is created, make sure it is up and running.

Now, create connections for FlatFile and Snowflake in
Administrator. 

Click on ‘new connection.’

We need to migrate the data available in FlatFile to

Snowflake using Informatica Intelligent Cloud Services

(IICS). To achieve this, we need to create connectors for

FlatFile and Snowflake in Informatica.



To create a FlatFile connection, we need to select the
connectiontype as “FlatFile”

In IICS, fill in all the details like Directory, Date Format, and Code
Page.

Once you have created the connection, click on the test
environment,and save the connection.



Create one more connection for Snowflake.

To create a Snowflake connection, we need to select the
connectiontype as “Snowflake Cloud Data Warehouse
(Informatica Cloud)”.

We need to get the details like username, password, account,
warehouse, role, database, and schema.

Just fill in the appropriate details, test the environment, and save
theconnection

In IICS, we have created a connection for FlatFile and Snowflake.



Data Preview in Flatfile

If we want to preview the FlatFile data, we need to go to the
source and preview the data.

Data Preview in Snowflake

As we are migrating from FlatFile to Snowflake, we need to create
a structure of the table in Snowflake with the help of the below
query.



create or replace table Employee(Employee_ID
string(2),Employee_Name string(25),Employee_Address
string(100));

In Snowflake, we don’t insert any data as we are using IICS as a
medium to migrate the data from FlatFile to Snowflake.

We can preview the data in Snowflake using the below query.
Select * from Employee;



As we have already created the connectors for FlatFile and
Snowflake, we need to create a new mapping. Select IICS->Data
Integration->new

Migrating data from FlatFile to Snowflake using IICS

Create new mapping under ‘mapping’ and rename it according to
the job.

Now select ‘source’ and fill in the details by selecting the view
option.

Fill in the connection details and the table name in the
appropriate columns, as shown below.



Now, select the target and fill in the details by selecting the view
option.

Mention the connection details and the table name in
theappropriate columns.

In Target, if the table is created in Snowflake - select the table we
previously created in Snowflake or create a new one here.



If you have created a table in Snowflake, you should map the field
mapping.

Save the mapping and run it.

Once you run the mapping, you should be able to see the job that
you ran in the section IICS->Data integration ->my jobs

Once the status is a success, you will see the table object in
Snowflake.
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